Tyranny has Arrived
as Ignorance Prevails!

4. The safeguarding of our Defence and our Police Constabularies from agenda-driven
cutbacks and interference
This will be done by harnessing Sovereign National Credit (the Bradbury Pound) to finance and resource
properly the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air Force to the levels needed to safeguard fully our
nation's security and sovereignty; whilst simultaneously funding and resourcing the Police Service
nationwide to put in place the community policing needed to eradicate crime off our streets. There will also
be an immediate cessation of the treasonous process to unify our already deliberately depleted Armed
Services with those of the European Union. In addition, the continuing process to corporatise
and militarise our Police Service, including giving private security firms the power of arrest, will be reversed.
In future, our Police and Armed Services will only serve us, the people and not the 'one per cent' Deep
State and their pursuit of unlawful wars.

5. The shutting down of the Roman Civil Law legislative & regulatory System that
unlawfully controls all of us by fraud, deception and entrapment
This will be done by alerting everyone to the alien and parallel legislative/regulatory system that appears to
have evolved around the setting up of Cestui Que Vie Trusts and the Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC) which sees ‘Legal Fictions’ or ‘Strawmen’ created when our parents are compelled to register a birth
and so receive a ‘Birth Certificate’ for their new-born. This 'legal', but definitely not lawful system of
deception and entrapment (which uses the deliberate and unfathomable language of ‘legalese’) is where you
find that our 'Courts' of supposed Justice are actually listed by Dun and Bradstreet as corporations thus
confirming that they are actually places of business and not justice. Under this system of Roman Civil
'law' / Maritime ‘law’ / UCC, you are considered guilty until proved innocent and politically approved
judges decide your fate rather than juries of randomly selected people. Using treason, stealth, deception and
entrapment, this legislative system is transplanting our supreme and ancient Common Law Trial by Jury
system of justice as confirmed by the 1215 Great Charter. With the treasonous acquiescence of the
Judiciary, we are now seeing rogue elements of the legal profession, using their 'Star Chamber' courts
without Juries, to undertake fraudulent bankruptcies that have stolen billions of pounds from innocent

We’re being fed a Pack of Lies by the Political
Establishment and we all need to Wake Up Fast!
The British political class has now plummeted to a new all-time low! Each and
every one of us is being deceived, entrapped and scammed on a truly massive
scale by those we’ve put into positions of trust.
We are a nation that is the fifth biggest economy and yet we see more and more
people using ‘foodbanks’ to feed their families. We are a nation that’s divided
into factions – ‘Brexiteers’ versus ‘Remainers’, ‘Left’ versus ‘Right’ – but do we,
the people, know what’s REALLY going on?
The reality is that we are all allowing the corporate and financial ‘dark grey suits’
in the City of London (The Crown) and the European Union – in cahoots with
bought and treasonous judges, lawyers and politicians – to trample all over our
ancient rights and freedoms whilst plunging our nation into completely unlawful
debt servitude. They, collectively called the Deep State, rule us by ‘Divide and
Rule’! Enough is enough!
The truth and the proven solutions needed to restore our true sovereignty and
prosperity must now go viral before it all becomes too late!
To achieve this... THE CHARTISTS ARE BACK!

victims whilst carrying out large-scale money-laundering to hide their crimes.

6. The assurance that Science always serves and benefits all of humanity whilst
protecting the natural well-being of our planet
This will be done by fully reining in the increasing dangers of invasive surveillance and monitoring
technologies, along with the growing risks involving Artificial Intelligence, Transhumanism and
Geoengineering, so that we, the people, are always fully in control. As regards our health, there must be a
real move away from profit-seeking ‘Big Pharma’ towards more natural and energy-based treatments and
cures and food production. There must also be an immediate end to experimentation on people who have
not given their consent, not to mention all animals. And, as regards our energy needs, humanity is on the
verge of achieving the ‘free energy’ technologies originally envisaged by that great inventor Nikola Tesla.
Science must now truly be used to protect the planet and all of its varied species and ecosystems along with
improving the health and happiness of all of its peoples. This includes the ending of all fracking and the
rolling out of 5G microwave technology.
THE CHARTISTS ARE BACK! • PLEASE GET INVOLVED

www.newchartistmovement.org.uk

Lies, lies and more damned lies!
We are told by our elected servants in Parliament that they are sovereign. Lie! We have a
Common Law Trial by Jury Constitution, which means that a Jury of randomly selected people
can actually annul flawed and unjust legislation passed by Parliament (but, unfortunately,
the treasonous judiciary we have at the moment do not inform a Jury of this extremely
important fact). The undeniable truth is that We, the People, retain Sovereignty… and those
in Parliament are simply our public servants!
We are also told by our ‘betters’ that our country hasn’t got enough money to meet all of our
essential needs and that cutbacks have to be made to our vital services such as health and
social welfare. Lie! We are told that Austerity is needed. Lie! You have to be taxed directly to
create the country’s revenue. Lie! And when our taxation receipts are outweighed by projected
government expenditure, you have to borrow the difference (the deficit) from the private
banking and financial institutions. Lie!

And what’s your Proof?
Well, here’s the deliberately suppressed truth about money creation and money supply that
nearly everyone doesn’t know. Any Sovereign Nation can create, issue and control its own
debt-free and interest-free money through its treasury that is based entirely on the wealth and

2018 P EOPLE ’ S C HARTER

labour potential (creativity) of that country in order to meet the needs, happiness and
prosperity of that country. That’s it. And such a simple, effective and easy to understand fiscal

T HE SIX R EQUIREMENTS

private and central bankers - who create money completely out of thin air as debt - are

1. The restoration of the absolute supremacy of our ancient Trial by Jury Common Law
Constitution

completely excluded! And in 1914, the British Government used such a common sense policy

This will be done by re-affirming the pre-eminence of the 1215 Great Charter (Magna Carta), along with the

to save the British economy from collapse with the Treasury-issued Bradbury Pound.

absolute right of a randomly selected Jury to annul bad and flawed legislation (Acts and Statutes) passed by

policy will not lead to inflation as history has shown. Why? Because the greedy and criminal

In November 2013, Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell as backbench MPs both signed this
Early Day Motion (EDM748) - ‘That this House notes that the hundredth anniversary of the
Bradbury Pound on 7 August 2014 is a welcome reminder of the historic precedent for public
credit as the sound basis for debt-and interest-free Treasury money and therefore the sound
alternative to the national debt and interest-bearing bank money… and urges HM Treasury to
follow John Bradbury's model and address social, economic and political issues across party

Parliament thus confirming that we, the people, are always sovereign and not our politicians. Indeed, as
evidence mounts up that our elected servants in Parliament actually prefer to support the vested (and
criminal) interests of the elitist ‘one per cent’ in the City of London rather than looking after our interests,
then, as Chartists, we are seriously beginning to question the actual need for politicians and political parties.
As the real truth about everything becomes known, it is becoming clear how necessary it is for us to enjoy a
more accountable, transparent and effective system of governance that actually involves the ordinary decent
people of our country rather than career-driven, self-seeking individuals who only seem happy when they

lines in one fell swoop and avoid wholly unnecessary austerity cuts.’ Strange how Jeremy and

have some sort of power over us? Maybe Juries and Grand Juries working with the Civil Service could be
the way forward? One thing is for certain, the time has come for all of us, the 99%, to take back control of

John today, as Privy Councillors and frontbenchers in the public eye, now refuse point-blank to

our lives peacefully and determinedly, and to insist that the mass media now starts to report the proven

discuss this obvious solution to austerity and cutbacks despite many approaches made to them.

truth about what’s really happening rather than perpetuating and furthering the gross lies and deception
needed to maintain the status and power of the City of London and the global financial elitists.

Why? Because they are ultimately controlled by the ‘system’ that the Deep State created!
Brexit
The EU was ultimately set up by the Deep State’s dark grey suits for the dark grey suits. Brexit
will not be allowed to happen until the British people wake up to the existence of the Deep
State and the realities behind the European Union and what it really is. The New Chartists will
address the appalling ignorance on show on both sides of the Brexit debate. We want a
Europe of independent sovereign nations that all live peacefully together and which can work

2. An immediate and outright end to all Austerity, Poverty and Debt Misery
This will be done by reinstating the common sense fiscal process known as Sovereign National Credit
whereby HM Treasury creates and issues all the money needed to finance our nation’s needs, security and
prosperity. This is done by creating debt-free and interest-free money that is based entirely on the wealth
and labour potential (creativity) of our country. This will involve restoring the 1914 Treasury-issued
Bradbury Pound which prevented a financial collapse at the outbreak of the First World War. To support

in complete harmony on strategic issues such as trade, transport and the environment. We

this, the Chartists will be making a full exposure of the fraudulent activities of the Bank for International
Settlements and its debt-creating central banking system, which includes the Bank of England. The

don’t want a European ‘Superstate’ with the criminal bankers and the Deep State in charge!

restoration of Sovereign National Credit will also lead to an end to all forms of Direct Taxation (including

The terrible abuse of children:

Income Tax and Council Tax) whilst guaranteeing a permanent and adequate funding arrangement for the
NHS and Social Welfare thus ensuring the long-term and unstinting care of the vulnerable and elderly in

Put the names ‘Melanie Shaw’ and ‘John Wedger’ into any search engine and realise that there

our society.

is an evil and quite appalling side to the Deep State.
Please join us and let’s wake up the British people to the truth. The New Chartist
Movement welcomes all people who want ‘Good’ to overcome ‘Evil’! Let’s all come
together and work together – the Six Requirements of the 2018 People’s Charter will
completely collapse the Deep State whilst completely restoring our nation’s sovereignty,
prosperity and happiness.

3. The protection of all our Children from all forms of dreadful abuse
This will be done by calling for the immediate abolition of the unlawful, secretive and corrupt Family
Courts; by insisting that the Police Service be properly committed and resourced to bring to justice the
organised paedophile rings within our communities; and by setting up new and properly run public
inquiries (using randomly selected Grand Juries of ordinary people) to investigate thoroughly, without fear
or favour, the alleged abuse of children by people in positions of trust and authority, some of whom, it is
alleged, are holding, or have held, positions at the very highest levels of government.

